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ABSTRACI'

The developmental history of a wetland ecosystem is quantitatively reconstructed: (a) at the level of resolution of the ecosystem itself,
(b) dynamically, throughout the postglacial period, and (c) spatially,
considering the wetland as a 3-dimensional entity. The goal of the research
effort was to gain an understanding of the ecological and physical processes
controlling lake-edge wetlands formation, particularly the landscape or
spatial factors involved. A secondary, supportive goal was to develop quantitative methods appropriate for analyzing ecosystems spatially.

A conceptual model describes the formation of lake-edge wetlands as a dynamic
process involving vegetation growth, decay and transport of dead vegetation
into the lake, and eventual deposition of organic matter, providing more substrate suitable for the establishment of vegetation. The morphometry of the
wetland and the lake basin in which it forms is postulated to be a primary
controlling factor. Surface transport characteristics, sediment slopes, basin
configuration, and location with respect to lake circulation patterns are
examples of important morphometric characteristics. The formation of a wetland
is considered to be a total system response to the landscape in which it forms
and to the history of past responses.
To test the hypothesis of the importance of spatial determinants in the wetland
formation process, the conceptual model was formalized into a computer model
that simulates the size and shape of a wetland in southern Wisconsi n throughout
its developmental history of 6;500 "years. A spatial mouellng s ·t rategy was
developed that incorporates the general ecological principles proposed and the
morphological specifics unique to each wetland . The model was constructed to
predict the extent of the wetland at known points in time for subsequent comparison to radiocarbon dates. The model predicts the data within experimental
error of the radiocarbon analysis. Several alternati ve hypotlteses to the
conceptual model were simulated and found to yield less satisfactory predictions
of the data. A discussion of ecosystem energy relationships during the
formational period of the wetland studied is included.

Key words: ecosystem development, holocene, lake-edge wetlands, model,
peat formation, simulation, spatial model, wetland formation,
wetlands, Wisconsin.
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INTRODUCTION
Wetland Ecosystems
Wetlands i s a broad term used to describe many types of ecosystem with one
common characteri stic: they all incl ude, literally, wet land (Quigley
1977). Ecosystems too wet to be considered terrestrial, yet not quite
aquatic, wetlands exhi bit ecological processes distinctly different front the
two major ecosystem categories, water and land. Of the many ways one might
classify wetlands, one i s especially appropr iate to this paper, a landscape
vi ew. By this we mean the location of the wetland in, and the subsequent
interaction with, the landscape.
Recent years have seen a resurgence of interest in wetland ecosystems, due
primarily to the role these ecosystentS play in the protection of envi ronmental
quality. Lake-edge and r i ver-edge wetlands have been the subject of much
scientific investigati on, recogni zing that the location of these ecosystems
in the landscape may help maintai n adjacent surface water quality by acting
as buffer areas for flood waters and nonpoint source pollution. Most of
this research has concentrated on ecosystem processes that occur within the
time span of one, or possibly several, growing seasons.
In this paper, we will discuss ecosystem dynamics occurring over a much longer
time scale: the development of lake-edge wetlands from their origins in
bays of postglacial ·lakes to the present. We present a dynamic computer .

model that reconstructs the formation of a wetland ecosystem as a 3-dimensional

entity changing through time. The purpose of our computer model is to test
and formalize a conceptual model of the ecosystem dynamics controlling the
formation of this wetland type.

Lake-edge wetlands form when the rate of productivity of the associated vegetation exceeds the decomposition rate, the excess organic matter resulting in
peat. Indeed, one of the major differences between wetlands and other ecosystems is the extent to which wetlands form their o~~ habitat, the· peat substrate on which the wetland plants thrive. For the formation of wetlands to
occur, several factors must fall within a range that allows the productivity
of the ecosystem to exceed decomposition. Controlling factors commonly
identified include the hydrologic. regime, nutrient inputs, and climate. Yet
given that these conditions are met, for example, within a chain of lakes, why
and how do wetlands form in some regions of these lakes and not in others?
We have tried to an~wer this question by taking a landscape view of the formation process. By taking such a view, the absence of spatial characteristics
from the above usual l i st of requirements for wetland formation becomes
apparent. In this paper, we test the hypothesis that spatial factors are
important determinants of the wetlands formation process. Spatial characteristics that we hypothesize are important to the functioning of the system
include:
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The morphometry of the water body in which the wetland forms.
The shape ru1d structure of the wetland edge and the proximity
to prevailing lake circulation patterns.
•

The paths of materials transported across the wetland surface
due to water flow . The patterns of such spatial characteristics
change through t i me. The present state of a wetland is a result
of all past states, including both the histories of past spatial
characteristics and the r esponse to external factors such as
climatic and nutrient regimes.

Goals of the Research
The goal of our research effort was to gain an understanding of the ecological
and physical processes controlling lake-edge wetlands formation, particularly
the landscape or spatial factors involved. A secondary, supportive goal was
to develop quantitative methods appropriate for analyzing ecosystems spatially.
To test our hypothesis of the importance of landscape determinants in the
wetland formation process, we have formalized a conceptual model of the process
into a computer model that simulates the size and shape of a specific study
sito throughout the postglacial period. To enable us to construct the model,
we have developed a spatial modeling strategy that incorporates both the
general ecological principles proposed and the morphological specifics unique
to each particular wetland.
In our research we address this 3-pronged question:

Can the developmental hietory of a wetland eaosystem be quantitatively reaonstruated:
at the level of resoLution of the ecosystem itself?
dynamiaally, throughout the postg'laaia'l period?
spatiaUy, aonsiderir19 the wet'land as a 3-dimensionaZ.
entity?
Our reporting procedure will be organized according to an outline presented
by Mirham (1972). This organizational scheme helps to clearly and logically
present the results of a modeling based research study.
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HISTORICAL

OVERVIEI~

OF THE STUDY SITE

Glacial and Postglacial History
The study site, Waubesa Wetlands, is a 150 hectare lake-edge wetland located
on the southwest shore of Lake Waubesa in Dane County, Wisconsin (Figure 1) .
It is a complex of sedge meadm~, Typha, fen, and shrub carr communities and
is bordered by agricultural and wooded uplands. From the available literature
on the glacial history of the region (Bedford, Zimmerman, and Zimmerman 1974;
Cline 1965), the Wisconsin Glaciation, the last glaciation of some 27,000
years ago, moved across Wisconsin scouring the landscape as i t advanced. By
about 18,000 to 20,000 years ago the Green Bay Lobe reached its maximum extent,
covering t he Yahara River Basin, location of the study site. As the glacier
retreated 14,000 years ago, it left a deposit of glacial till that covered
the old stream valleys in the Yahara River Basin. The same general pattern
of drainage was reestablished but in a shallower basin, resulting in the
current chain of lakes, connected by a slower-flowing Yahara River, of which
Lake Waubesa is one (Figure 1).
From our observations of the stratigraphy of Waubesa Wetlands and with the aid
of several radiocarbon analyses of the age of the wetland sediments (see the
"Testing the Model" section for more details), we find the depth to glacial
till at the middle of the lake edge of the present-day wetland to be appro:J<ii··
mately 30 meters. Above the glacial till are 27 meters of sediments from · ·
primarily lake origin. Overlaying the lake sediments are 2.5 meters of
primarily wetland origin sediments (fibrous peat).

The depths of fibrous peat

within Waubesa Wetlands range from 1.5 to 2.5 meters and are found on top of
a much thicker layer of lake sediments, in excess of 10 meters over most of the
region . At a distance 300 meters from the present lake edge, the depth to
glacial till is approximately 20 meters. Including a time perspective, at
this location 15 meters of lake sediments had been deposited on top of the
till from the time the glacier receded to 6,000 years ago. Ages of the wetland
sediments f rom radiocarbon analysis range from 6,000 years old at a point near
the present upland edge, to 1,000 years old near the present lake edge.
From these data, we infer that postglacial Lake Waubesa .was once at least
three times its present depth of 10 meters and the study site was a bay of
the lake extending southwest for a distance of approximately 1,600 meters.
Shortly after the retreat of the glacier, Lake Waubesa most likely became
moderately eutrophic, filling the bay rapidly and, at some time prior to 6,000
years ago, the wetland began to form within the bay on top of the large
accumulation of lake sediments. The wetland formation process took at least
5,000 years with the study site reaching its present extent within the l ast
1,000 years.
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FIGURE 1.

Map of Waubesa Wetlands and its location on the Yahara
chain of lakes, Dane County, Wisconsin.

Yaharo
River

DANE

COUNTY
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A HISTORICAL SYSTEM RESPONSE
In order to test our hypothesis of the importance of spatial relatio~1ships in
the f ormation process, we i dentified an appropriate system response that we
could measure i n the field and s i mulate with a computer model. Our historical,
landscape description suggests such a measure of system performance: the
extent of the wetland, i.e., the 3-dimensional shape of the wetland, at any
point in its formational history. The model we have developed has been
constructed to simulate the age of wetland sediments dated with radiocarbon
methods; the age of the sediments at a given location corresponds with the
extent of the wetland at a point in time.
In addition t .o suggesting an appropriate system response, our historical
description:
provides the basis for defining the system ' s spatial and
temporal boundaries
establishes the need for a modeling methodology that allows
the inclusion of the spatial component
suggests appropriate delineation of entities that interact
with one another, i.e., the choice of system variables.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
The identification of components, interactions, and dynamic behavior of the
system is necessary for construction of a model of the wetland ecosystem
development process (Mirham 1972). We must perform several tasks in
specifying the conceptual model: .
Deli neate the system boundary, a division that allows a
meaningful separation of (a) system entities, the components
that i nteract with each other, and (b) system environment,
the components that affect the system but are not affected
by t he system's dynamic's
Identify the entity attributes (also called 'state variables'),
the variables necessary to describe the changes that occur to
the system entities
Locate the intrinsic feedback mechanisms, the internal activities
of the system that are responsible for much of the system's
dynami.cs
Specify the system's behavioral structure, the interactions
of the entities and attributes, and the way the interrelationships vary through time.
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In order to translate the conceptual model into a computer-implemented model,
the conceptual model must be constructed to insure: (1) that the extent of
the wetland at any point in time (the measurable system response) is one of
the system state variables and can be explicitly modeled, and (2) that the
system is delineated so that all other state variables are modeled at an
appropriate level of resolution.

Modeling Strategy
To facilitate inclusion of spatial interrelationships into an ecosystem model,
the system' s structure must be conceptualized differently than in ecological
mass and energy flow models. Figures 2 and 3 and the following text explain
this difference and the advantages of a spatial modeling approach.
Let us proceed to construct a model of the following statement: the formation
of a wetZand ecosystem may be considered a response of the totaZ system
interacting with its environment and itseZf. Figure 2A illustrates this in a
most general way: the inputs are the environment of the system, the outputs
are any variables we wish to follow explicitly (e.g., the volume of peat
stored), and the feedback loop represents the system interacting with itself.
The purpose of any modeling effort is not to describe the entire system, but
only those aspects of a system necessary to meet one's objectives (e.g.,

'testing hypotheses, organization of information, experimental design, etc .) .

A general procedure that one might follow has been listed earlier: delineation
of the system boundary, environment, entities, entity attributes, feedback
mechanisms, etc. The form of the result of this procedure is often illustrated
as a flow chart (Figure 2B). The process of proceeding from Figure 2A to
Figure 2B for a particular system and research goal is not a trivial
operation: a multitude of representations may result, each with its own
strengths, weaknesses, and inherent biases for further underst·a nding of
the real world system.

Figure 3 illustrates two possible alternatives for delineating system entities
and feedback structure. The most ~ommon expression of ecological systems is
illustrated in Figure 3A. TI1is is a mass and energy flow point model that
identifies as entities the physical components of the system (e.g., the
bi ological organisms, the soil or lake bottom substrate, etc.) . The attributes
of these entities are the energy content and mass of nutrients contained
within each component. The system boundary is implicitly drawn around the
total of these entities with no reference to spatial location, hence the term
point model. The arrows represent the feedback mechanisms, i.e., the nutrient
and energy flows between the entities of primary producers, decomposers, and
the organic substrate of peat and dead vegetation. The system's behavioral
st.ructure is defined by interactions that result in a transfer of nutrients
and energy among components; this is usually expressed as a set of simultaneous
differential equations with the attributes (mass and energy content) as state
variables.
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FIGURE 2.

Modeling strategy: the system interacts with its environment
and itself: (A) generally, and (B) with pertinent attributes .

(A)

(B)

INPUTS

INPUTS

Q

¢

FIGURE 3.

OUTPUTS

c>

¢

OUTPUTS

Modeling strategy: choices of attribute identification and system
structure with mas s and ene-.:-gy flows consi deTed as (A) interactions
between attributes, and (B) as· attributes in their own right.
{ A}

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

{B)

INPUTS

~

OUTPUTS
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Figure 3B represents an alternative perspective of this same system. Energy
and nutrient flow characteristics are identified as system entities in their
own right, rather than as interactions between entities. Attributes of these
entities might be, for example, net productivity per unit area per time or
nutrient storage per unit volume per time in the peat. The physical entities
(primary producers, decomposers, and substrate) or the previous formulation are
also included. The arrows, instead of representing physical flows, indicate
interactions in abstract terms, i.e., t!l.e paths of causation or the information
necessary to describe the interrelationships among entities. The system
boundary is no longer implicitly drawn; spatial boundaries can be explicitly
included.
The advantages of considering a system by the latter approach should become
apparent upon consulting Figure 4, a generalization of thi.s last model and
the method we are advocating. The two entities we have isolated are:
(1) the physical state of the system, and (2) the ecological processes
involved in the system's dynamics. This allows us to consider separately the
ecological principles that are invariant from specific system to system, and
the physical state of the system that varies from site to site. Each of these
entities is then modeled separately by identifying the pertinent subentities
and attributes. This results in a hierarchical model that maintains distinctions betNeen site specific and general processes . ·
FIGURE 4.

Modeling strategy: separation of ecological processes and the
physical :;tate. Genel·ali:z:ation of Figure 3B; showing the physical
state and ecological processes as the basic attributes of the
wetland ecosystem.

OUTPUTS

'
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The constraints imposed by the system's behavioral structure are considerably
relaxed: (1) the system boundary can be explicitly drawn in 3- dimensional
physical space, (2) the system environment is defined by what is outside the
constantly changing physical system boundary, (3) system attributes need not
all be of the same units, (4) the time scale of the model is not restricted
to a range commensurate with physical flow rates, and (5) the model can
directly address ecosystem level processes, rather than being constrained to
the population or trophic levels.

The Importance of Considering Spatial Interrelationships
Ecological theory has to a large extent omitted the 3-dimensional world from
its scope. The concept of the niche (Hutchinson 1957) refers to an N-dimensional
hyperspace of important factors such as light, nutrients, etc.; . the more
familiar 3- dimensional world of distance, area, and volume has been only
indirectly included. Models of population dynamics usually consider population interactions in a homogeneous environment or possibly a time-varying,
yet spatially constant environment (May 1973). A few exceptions do exist,
e.g., Huffaker's (1958) study of mites using oranges as a substrate and
Levin's (1974) population studies that include migration between populations.
These last studies make clear that incorrect conclusi ons can easily be drawn
when the reality .o f physical space is omitted.
Ecosys tem models have usually omitted the spatial component, concentrating on

energy or nutrient flow governed by trophic level or population interactions.
Examples include the aquatic CLEANER model (Park 1974), and the terrestrial
models, ELM (Innis 1975) and TEEM (Shugart 1974). Each of these models is a
member of the class of point models; one representative 'point ' or location
within the ecosystem that exhibits typical dynamics of the system is selected
and interactions at this point are modeled and simulated through time. These
models, because they disregard spatial interrelationships, can answer only a
limited set of ecological questions.
Recognizing the limitations of the single point approach, de Caprarilis (1977)
has modified the CLEANER model mentioned above to include several points, each
representing a layer within a laKe. Including spatial interrelationships in
ecosystem models increases their realism and allows site specific differences
to be considered . The Vollenweider (1976) eutrophication model provides
possibly the best example of the generality i nherent in models based on
spatial concepts: this relatively simple, static model has widespread
utility because its spatial component provides a framework that allows comparison of many lakes simultaneously.
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Our modeling framework enables us to identify as separate entities, the
physical state of the system and the site invariant processes. The framework specifies the spatial determinants of formation as part of the ecological processes entity; the spatial determinants interact on the basis of the
physical state . Spatial determinants can be modeled as a "spatial metric,"
i . e., morphometric considerations that are important because they mediate
ecological processes. The concept of a spatial metric may be considered in
two parts: (1) most siJnply, as a procedure for normalizing factors such as
nutrient concentrations and productivity estimates to allow comparisons within
or between wetland systems or with results from aquatic and terrestrial systems,
and (2) as a description of the system morphometry as a controlling factor of
the dynamics of the ecosystem.

The Choice of System Boundary, Entities, and Attributes
Figure 5 is a pictorial diagram of the conceptual model we have used to simulate the formation of a lake-edge wetland. The system boundary, a physical
surface , may be drawn in either of two places: (1) the interface between the
glacial till and lake sediments, i.e., the old glacial lake bottom, or (2) the
interface between the lake sediments and wetland sediments. We have chosen
the second option for several reasons:
The interface between lake and wetland sediments is
a distinct transition at the study site.
The first several thousand years of the bay filling process
(before the wetland began to fonn) can be considered outside
the realm of interest; i.e . , outside the system boundary spatially
and temporally. The lake sediments below the transition to
wetland sediments are considered as part of the environment
for the wetland formation process.
From a practical standpoint, the lake sedimentation process
is an extremely complex prob lem and is of secondary interest
to the wetlands dynamics. The choice of the latter interface
minimizes the errors introduced to the model from an
incomplete description of lake sedimentation.
The system has been divided into three ·entities : (1) wetlands morphometry,
(2) the marsh sediment formation process, and (3) aspects of the lake sedimentation process germane to the problem. The attributes of each entity are
indicated in Figure 5 and listed below.
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FIGURE S.

Conceptual model of the wetland formation
process showing components.
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These at tributes of wetland morphometry include:
The observed stratigraphy, i.e., the relative depths of
wetland sediments, lake sediments, and open wate·r
The shape of the basin, e.g., basin slopes, the outline of
the basin, and location in the landscape as it might appear
on a topographi c map
Surface charact eristics, including (a) the effect of the
vegetation type on materials transport, and (b) the effect
of the lake edge type on sedimentation in the bay.
Attributes ·of the marsh sediment formation entity include:
Surface productivity of the vegetation, expressed as biomass
per unit area per time as modified by the system environment
(i.e., climate and nutrient supply)
Transport and decay of dead vegetation across the wetland
surface until the lake edge is reached
The path that parti cles of decayed vegetati on travel
through the lake
The filling process, resulting in changes in the lake edge
morphometry as new wetland vegetation is established.
Attri butes of the lake sedimentation entity include:
Lake hydraulics, i. e ., the circulation patterns wi thin the
lake as they affect the mixing of sediments and removal
of wetland sedi ments
Lake sediment focusing, the accunrulation of sediments in part
of the lake isolated from the major circulation patterns.

Feedback Mechanisms of the Conceptual Model
The dynamics of the model result from a linking of the attributes of the marsh
f ormation entity into a feedback process. This process can be described as
follows: (1) vegetation grows on the surface of the wetland, producing a
volume of organic matter, (2) this organi c matter is transported and partially
decays until it reaches the lake edge, (3) the sediments enter the lake , f lowing downhill, until (4) filling occurs at the lake edge, providing more
substrate on which vegetation may grow, (5) year after year, the process
repeats . Figure 6 and the equations below describe this process dynamically.
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FIGURE 6.

~

Primary feedback mechanism of the conceptual model .. Shown for a
section of the lake-edge wetland. See text for description.
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Consider a point on the lake edge, noted as SE in Figure 6. 1~e decayed
vegetation that eventually reaches the lake edge originates from within the
wetland area enclosed .by the solid line . ~is area can be considered as a
function of the distance S behi nd the l ake edge,
(Area)M =

where:

J SM
SE

f(s) ds

= the

greatest distance in the marsh from which
decayed vegetation reaches the lake edge, and

SM

=a

f(s)

function describing the area of the segment
of wetlands a distance s from the lake edge.

We can denote the total sediment load from this area to reach SE by:
(Load)

=

!

SM k·f(s) •g(s) •ds
SE
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where:

g(s)

k

=a

dimensionless t r ansport and decomposition
relationship as a function of distance behind
the lake edge, and
the productivity of the surface vegetation in
units biomass/area per time.

=

Next we must describe the volume of l ake filling that results from a lakeadvancement from SE to SE'' This can be expressed by:

e~ge

(Volume)
where:

=/

SE '

S

(Area) L ds

E

(Area)L

= the

area of the lake bottom covered
by the sediments.

This area is the differential of the volume to be filled, expressed by:
d (Volume)
SL
h(s)

= (Area)L

=

J

SL
S h(s)ds
E

= greatest

distance in the lake which the
sediments can reach, and

=a

relationship which describes the segment of
area (or volume differential) of the lake bottom
as a function of distance from the lake edge.

The dynamics of the process can be expressed when one recognizes that the
wetlands surface advances into the lake bay as a result o.f the vegetation
produced on the surface traveling to the lake edge and filling part of the
bay. This rate of advance can be expressed by:
ds
dt

-

where:

0:

(Load)
d (Volume)

ds/dt

the rate of advance (distance per unit time)
of the lake edge into the bay.
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Description of the System's Behavioral Structure
Figure 7 is a flow diagram for the wetland formation conceptual model, a
representation of the system's behavioral structure. The heavy lines indicate
the interactions most important for understanding the process, the broken
lines indicate additional interactions that are necessary to specify the
dynamics. The entities and attributes are the same as those shown in
Figure 5.
Notice, first of all, that contained within the behavioral structure is the
feedback mechanism described in the last section: (1) 'surface productivity,'
(i.e., the vegetation grows on the wetlands surface), (2) 'transport and
decay,' (the decaying vegetation travels across the surface to the lake edge),
(3) 'path,' (the decayed vegetation is distributed in the lake bay),
(4) 'filling,' (the lake edge advances), and (5) 'shape,' (new substrate is
formed that accommodates more wetland vegetation)\ Figure 5 completes the
specification of interactions with arrows from the 'shape' attribute to each
of the preceding four attributes. Each of these relationships was expressed
in the last section as equations dependent upon s, the distance from the
lake edge along a steepest descent line.
In addition, the shape attribute can affect other attributes not contained
directly within the major feedback mechanism.
Arrows are drawn from 'shape'
to 'nutrients' and the two lake sedimentation attributes. Each arrow from
the 'shape' attribute indicates a spatial interrelationship which we feel is
important to the wetland formation process. The large number of arrows
originating from the 'shape' attribute emphasize the need for a 3-dimensional
implementation of the model.
The model allows a great deal of flexibility in defining the system boundary.
The symbol i(t), (i.e., input as a function of time) denotes specification of
the system environment. These are entered into the computer as either
constants or functions of time. Examples include 'vegetation type' and 'edge
type'; this information may be obtained from pollen profiles or may be
assumed to be the same as present day. Some of the attributes may be considered as functions of the environment or may be determined by other
attributes. For example, 'surface productivity' may be assumed as constant
throughout the formation period or may be a function of the 'vegetation type'
on the surface, 'climate,' and 'nutrients' attributes. The choice of
specifying the physical boundary is similar. The 'wetlands/lake sediment
interface' may be mapped and entered directly into the computer; or the
'glacial basin' may be entered and the ·~etlands/lake sediment' attribute
calculated by the interactions of other attributes.
The computer model is an accurate representation of the conceptual model.
However, several of the interactions are not included due to relatively constant conditions at the study site over its 6,500-year period of formation.
Most notable among these are the effects of the climatic and nutrient regime.
There is little to suggest changes in the nutrient regime at a scale that
would show any appreciable effects on formation, and, pollen diagrams constructed from the sediments to determine climatic variations show that the
surrounding vegetation has remained as oak-savannah throughout the formation
period.
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FIGURE 7.

Detailed flow chart of the conceptual model of wetland
formation. Solid lines indicate major interactions.
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SYSTEMS SYNTHESIS:

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The SIMULA Language and Its Use for Ecological Simulations
Many computer l anguages exist that are suitable for implementi.ng a simulation
model wi th choices ranging from assembly language to FORTRAN to simulation
languages, such as SI~1ULA or SIMSCRIPT. (For a comparison of these languages,
see Fishman 1973). The majority of computer programs in the United States use
FORTRAN, so why did we not choose this language f or implementation of the
model? The answer to thi s question is precisely the reason for the popularity
of FORTRAN over assembly language: the higher level FORTRAN language already
includes as system options many of the features one might have to program in
assembly language . Simulati on languages such as SIMULA include features that
one would have to program in FORTRAN, for example , commands that organize
lists of data, a l arge choice of statements that conditionally perform a
calculation, etc.
Simulation languages may be divided into two types: continuous or discrete
event languages. Continuous languages, such as DYNAMO, CSSL, and CSMP are
useful for processes that can be described as systems of simultaneous
differential equations. Discrete event languages, such as SIMULA, SIMSCRIPT,
and GPSS are oriented towards processes that can be described using a mathematical or logical algorithm, but not necessari ly with the differential
calculus . Wi thin the latter category, there is considerable variation in
the features available and the general philosophy of the language. These
languages were originally developed for scheduling and queuing problems,

making some of the language structures inappropriate for ecological simulations.
Of the existing languages, we chose SIMULA (Norwegian Computing Center 1971)
for the following reasons:
We desired a discrete approach to increase the flexibility
and generality of the model and for ease of assignment of
initial conditions
The philosophy of the language is consistent with the procedure
of defining system entities, attributes, and structure. Attributes can be either physical quantities or process descriptions.
Many of the details of the interactions can be specified with
one or a small number of commands .
The SIMUJJ~ l anguage is designed to allow the model-building
process to occur as an evolutionary sequence; new attributes
and interactions can be included with a minimum of program
changes.
SIMULA allows hierarchical construction of entities, quite
useful for ecosystem simulations
The language i ncludes features that handle data structures
efficiently, reducing the cost of the simulation .
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entities and Attributes of the Computer Model
Many of the entities and attributes of the conceptual model are process
oriented. These processes are calculated as sequences of statements
(organized blocks of computer code) within the program, with logical or conditional commands determining which calculations are to be made and in what
order. Because most of the interactions that occur in the model are based
on spatial interrelationships, the entities of the computer model are a
finite number of segments of the study site.
The surface of the wetland is divided into a hexagonal grid; the third dinlension is the depth to the transition layer between lake and wetland sediments.
The entities , a collection of hexagonal prisms or grid cells, can interact
as either a segment of lake or a segment of wetlands. A second group of
entities is actually a subset of the first: grid cells that correspond in
location to the lake edge at a given point in time.
Bach of the entities (segments of the study site) has associated attributes
that may r emain constant, continuously change in value, or be assigned a value
only once during a simulation. These include :
location of the grid cell on the surface of the study site
depth of water above lake or wetland sediments
location of the next cell along a sediment transport path
biomass of decaying vegetation that leaves a cell within a
specified time increment
date a cell is considered 'wetlands' rather than lake
average age of sediments at a specified depth below the
surface to compare to 14C analysis
magnitude of sediment removal due to lake circulation patterns.
Cells that are located at the lake edge are considered as members of a second
entity class-, the membership of this class constantly changing. These entities
have one additional attribute, the biomass on the surface that is to be distributed into the lake. This is defined separately for computational reasons.
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The Event Structure of the Computer Program
The dynamics of the computer program result from the interaction of groups
or blocks of computer code that correspond to the conceptuai model attributes.
The sequence of execution of the blocks is controlled by conditional statements that together comprise a timing algorithm. The structure of the
computer progrrun follows:
Input and initialization. Tho first part of the program assigns the model
parruneters, generates the entities (grid cells) with their appropriate initial
conditions, determines the proper algorithm for a given scenario , and
initiates execution. Model parameters that are assigned include:
net productivity of vegetation per unit area per time
decomposition constants
slope of peat sediments under water
area of each grid cell
a lake circulation constant
several simulation options .
The grid cells are generated with their appropriate initial conditions and
formed into a list structure. The i nitial edge cells are entered and formed
into a separate sublist. The desired timing sequence is specified and the
simulation is started.
Execution sequence . The sequence of calculations performed by the model can
bo divided into two major portions. The first portion calculates the magnitude of spatial interactions given a particular wetland and lake morphometry.
This portion i s composed of blocks of code that cal culate the cell-to-cell
interactions specified by the attributes of the conceptual model. The second
major portion takes the result of these calculations and distributes the biomass generated into the lake basin, changing the morphometry of the syst em.
The two major portions are executed sequentially for a desired time span, and
are explained in detail as follows:
Calculation of spatial interactions. Beginning at each edge
cell, the path that wetland origin sediments follow a long
the lake bottom is calculated . The model uses a simple steepest
descent algorithm, i.e.J on the average , the path of materials
will be downhill. The choice of hexagonal grid cells was
based on the need for ·this algorithm; a hexagonal grid is
SO% more efficient than a square grid in the search for the
steepest descent directions . The results are stored for all
cells on the lake edge and below (i.e., under water). For
cel l s behind the lake edge (i .e. , in the wetland proper ) paths
of transport of decaying vegetation are calculated using the
same algorithm.
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Each cell within the wetland has an associated net
productivity of vegetation. A certain percentage of the
biomass produced on each cell surface decomposes in situ
and the :remainder is washed to the neighboring cell. The
model calculates the biomass of sediments that are transported cell to cell along the wetland surface to the lake
edge. The cumulative result of biomass reaching the lake
edge from all cells on the surface behind each respective
edge cell is stored to be distributed in the second
portion of the model.
Distributing the biomass. The biomass assigned in the last
portion of the model is the total biomass that reaches
each lake-edge cell in a specified time period. This time
period can be varied to minimize computational errors;
we find a time period of 30-50 years to be adequate.
Calculations that determine the morphometry of the lake
basin are more susceptible to computational error,
requiring a shorter time resol ution for this stage.
The procedure for distributing the biomass and resultant
changes in morphometry follows below.
The slope of wetland sediments below the water is observed
to be constant along a steepest descent line. This
characteristic angle of repose is a function of the
physical properties of the sediments and the water in
which it rests. The model calculates the volume of sediments necessary to completely fill the segment of the
lake contained between the lake bottom and a surface
defined by the characteristic angle of repose. This is
computed separately for each lake-edge cell along the line
of steepest descent from the edge cell into the lake.
If the biomass stored at the edge cell is less than the
calculated volume, the sediments are distributed and the
lake edge at that point remains the same. 1£ the biomass
is greater than the volume, the sediments are distributed
to the angle of repose line and the lake edge advances one
cell. The old cell is removed from the lake-edge cell
list, and the new cell is added. In both cases the basin
morphometry is changed due to the influx of sediments.
The process is repeated around the lake edge in random
order to minimize computational error until the entire
biomass generated during one time period has been distributed. The dynamics at each lake-edge cell are a function
of the system morphometry and therefore vary at each
location and time. The model handles all the bookkeeping
required: how many and which steepest descent lines a
cell is located on, how much sediment originates behind a
specific edge cell, etc.
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If a new edge cell is formed during a time period, the date
is stored for later reference. In addition, the prediction
of a radiocarbon date taken at a known depth below the surface is computed when a new edge cell is formed . The date
of the below surface sediments is computed as follows: at
each point in time new sediments are added to the old sediments from previous time periods. As well, there is a
deposition of lake origin sediments, some removal of older
sediments, and mixing by lake currents. These factors are
combined to calculate a new average age of sediments below
the lake level.
After implementation of this portion of the model, the calculations of the spatial interactions are performed for the
new basin morphometry . The model repeats the process until
the present-day lake edge is reached .
Model output. Output from the program is quite flexible. The standard output consists of a map of isochrons (constant time lines) corresponding to
the location of the lake edge at any point in time. As an option, a similar
map may be printed with time lines that correspond to predicted radiocarbon
dates of the below surface sediments. The simulation takes place with an
arbitrarily assigned time step between calculations. Incorporated in the
model is a procedure to statistically estimate the time step in years on the
basis of several known radiocarbon dates. The constant interval time lines
on the output maps can then be assigned values ln years before present .

The

model is quite flexible in its ability to simulate various historical scenarios.

Critical Assumptions of the Computer Model
To allow the reader to evaluate the computer model, we present a list of
critical assumptions of the model:
1.

'l'he path that wetZand sediments folZow along the lake bottom can be
defined by a steepest descent path. The assumption is made that even
1~ith the disturbance by lake turbulence, a dowllhill path is an adequate
regi onal representation of the motion of sediments along the lake bottom.

2.

The pat h that ·t he decaying vegetation t!>ave Z.e across the sUl"faae of the
wet Z.and is aZ.so defined by a steepest descent path. The model actually
uses the last steepest descent path defined for deposition in the lake
as the path that vegetation travels after the region has become wetland.
This assumption is considered adequate for several reasons: (a) the old
steepest descent paths reasonably simulate the relationship of interest,
i.e., the area of wetland behind the lake edge as a function of distance.
(b) the last steepest descent paths should approximate those found on
the surface until the region builds peat sediments above the ambient lake
level, (c) the distance that sediments travel before completely decomposing
is not great enough to add substantial errors to the approximation.
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3.

The percent age of vegetation tranaported from grid celZ to grid ceZZ and
the percent age of decomposition is constant through t ime and unifo~ ove~
the entire surface. The total amount of decayed vegetation reaching the
lake edge therefore may be expressed as the integral of an exponential
decay function with respect to distance from the lake edge, or a close
discrete approximation, a binomial series. Because we have no evidence
to the contrary, this simplest assumption has been adopted.

4.

The profiZe of peat sediments on the W.ke bottom follows a constant angle
of repose with respect to a st eepest descent line. Again, on average,
this seems to be the simplest assumption accurately depicting the
present-day lake edge. This is a phenomenon commonly observed for
uniform materials under the influence of gravity.

5.

Mixing of sediments ooou~s at the lake edge, with a fixed pe:rcenta{Je of
old sediment s washed into the lake and a percentage of lake sediments
added. The present lake bottom near the lake edge is composed of very
loosely distributed fibrous peat . Below this fibrous peat layer is the
transition to the well-consolidated lake sediments. At the lake edge
proper, defined by the rooting of wetland vegetation, the peat becomes
much more resistrult to displacement. Given the intens i ty of the lake
turnover process and storm events, the loosely consolidated fibrous peat
is susceptible to mixing and some loss. In addition, during this mixing
process lake sediments are added. After mixing, the sediments still
retain a constant angle of repose, consistent with assumption 4, and
the mixing is assumed regional in nature due to the density of the peat,

consistent with assumption 1.

6.

The entire edge of the original lake bay is susceptible to the invasion

of wetland vegetation. The controlling factor for the invasion of wetland
vegetation in the bay is assumed to be the profile of the lake sediments.
The location of the original lake edge has been defined by the presence
of shallow lake sediments under the fibrous peat. The simulations begin
with a uniform border of wetland surface area on top of the shallow lake
sediments as initial conditions for lack of data to the contrary. The
model is easily specified with regional variation i f data exist to
indicate the border is not continuous .

TESTING THE MODEL
Verification
An important step in any modeling effort is the verification of the model,
i.e., making certain that: {l) the conceptual model is adequately translated
into a computer model, and (2) the computer model i s functioning correctly.
Any mathematical representation of a conceptual model has two sets of
assumptions affecting the results. The first set has already been discussed,
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the asstUnptions of the conceptual model and the simplifications necessary for
computer implementation. The second set of assumptions is less obvious but
just as important: any mathematical formalism imposes constraints on the
results. These asswnptions are usually well concealed, and though the model
deve loper may honestly be unaware of thei r existence, they st i ll may substantially affect the results .

Comparisons between analytic and discrete models
To make certain that these concealed assumptions were not altering the results
of our model, we deci ded to build a second analogue of the conceptual model
using a different formalism, the mathematics of di fferential equations
(Friedman 1978). This model does not include all the features desired in the
discrete versi on, but i s complete enough to allow comparison of. the results
of the two versions. The advantages of this dual modeling approach include :
It is often easier to understand the ramifications of a
process descripti on using continuous mathematics due to
the large body of literature which exists on the solution
of various equation forms.
The analytic model can be solved exactly, by hand , for
simple boundary conditions, allowing one to easily check
the results o f a nunlerical algorithm.

Once the nwnerical evaluation algorithm of the analytical
model has been verified, complicated boundary conditions
can be imposed and the results compared to the discrete
descriptive version.
The conciseness and c l arity of an analytical description
allows one to conceptualize the entire system at one time,
rather than as separate process descriptions interacting
in a specified manner.
Development of both model versi ons occurred simultaneously. We experimented
with various equation forms in the analytic model first, then applied the
results to the discrete version. We followed this sequence for each portion
of the conceptual model until the constraints of the mathematics used in the
analytic version limited inclusion of several desired process descriptions.
The results of the analytic model were verified with boundary conditions that
allowed exact solutions. More realistic boundary conditions were then imposed
and the numerical solution compared to the results of the discrete model . The
results of comparison of these analyti c and discrete models showed both to
have closely similar outputs for a number of identical boundary conditions,
thus lending assurance that the discrete model had been adequately translated
from the conceptual model and that the discrete model was functioning
correctly.
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Sensitivity testing and robustness of the discrete model
Another important step in the verification process is testing the sensitivity
of the model to parameter changes and the robustness of the predictions to
slight changes in computational algorithms. If the model seems overly sensitive to pa·r ameter changes as compared to variation observed in the' field, or
the output changes drastically with minor computer code changes, an error
probably exists in the conceptual model or the computer implementation .
Sensitivity testing. Sensitivity refers to the deviation of some measure of
the model's output response with respect to changes of parameter values. ·Two
parameters of interest are the angle of repose of· wetland sediments in the
lake and the percentage transport and decay of surface vegetation. The
sensitivity of the model to changes in these parameters were within ranges of
field observation and agreed quite well with the sensitivity of the analytic
model evaluated 1~ith a simple basin morphometry.
The sensitivity of the model to slight changes in basin profile has also been
tested. By updating the morphometry of the lake basin less frequently, the
model functionally interacts with an altered system. Alterations of the basin
produced by updating the morphometry every other time s tep produce changes in
the output well below the level of resolution of the model. The size of the
grid cells used in the model, i.e., the degree of refinement in defining the
basin prof ile, has little effect below a grid cell size of 5,000 m2 •
Robustness of the model. Robustness refers to the deviation of the model's
output with respect to small coding or implementation changes. Three sections
of the 1nodel were tested for robustness: (1) the transport of decaying vegetation across the wetland surface, (2) the procedure to decide which cells
were lake-edge cells (cells directly contributing sediments to the lake) and
the criteria for removal of a cell from this list, and (3) the algorithm to
determine the extent of mixing and lake sedimentation. Multiple representations of the same conceptual process in each case produced changes in the
output well below the level of resolution of the model.
Because the simulation model is implemented with an iterative algorithm, the
effect of the step size must be determined. Experiments performed indicated
that simulations with between 100 to 200 iterations generated time lines of
formation nearly identical to longer simulations.
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The Difficulty of Ecosystem Model Validation
We shall now discuss two methods for evaluating the model's behavior: (1) a
statistical approach, comparing quantitative predictions of behavior to data
collected, or (2) a qualitative approach, comparing the general behavior of
the model to the scientist's accumulated experience observing the system.
For ecosystem models, the qualitative approach is often chosen for several
reasons. Ecosystems are extremely complex with observed responses the result
of many different factors occurring at different time scales. Often the
desired response is difficult to observe or quantify in the field. Long-term
dynamics (e.g., centuries or millenia) are much more difficult to observe than
shorter fluctuations (e.g., daily) but may be just as important. Complicating
matters further, the inherent variation within and between ecosystems is much
greater than in physical and chemical systems. Controlled experimental situations to allow isolation of factors of interest are very difficult and in
many cases impossible to construct.
An often-cited paper by Levins (1966) exe~plifies the problem many ecologists
face when confronted with the task of statistically evaluating the results of
their model. Levins lists three characteristics of models: (1) realism, the
model describes the qualitative behavior of an ecosystem, (2) precision, the
model yields accurate quantitative predictions of the dynamic response of one
or more ecosystem variables, and (3) generality, the principles contained
within the model are applicable to many ecosystems. Levins points out it is
difficult to construct a model that has all three characteristics. A
management-oriented model may ~e quite precise, reasonably realistic, but not
at all general. A theoretical population dynamics model may exhibit realism
and generality, but no precision of prediction of observed population levels.
Statistical validation of ecosystem models has often been ignored because
ecologists have chosen the characteristics of realism and generality as the
primary purposes of their model. In a discussion of the validation question,
Mankin et al. (1975) state that model validity has two components: (1) adequacy,
the fraction of the system correctly modeled, and (2) reliability, the fraction
of a model's output that is correct. They conclude that because no ecosystem
model can be completely adequ~te and reliable, it is more pertinent to consider
the usefulness of the model, rather than the validity. For most ecosystem
modeling efforts, a model is ~onsidered usefql when the qualitative dynamics
correspond with observed ecosystem dynamics, i.e., when some understanding
of the system has been gained from the model.
A common theme runs through the papers mentioned: a model constructed to
understand the dynamics of an ecosystem may not be the best model for predicting the dynamics. In our opinion, caution must be taken when interpreting
these arguments. This is not a justification for disregarding statistical
methods in the model building and validation process. Though it is true that
a model constructed to understand the dynamics of an ecosystem may not be the
best model for predicting the dynamics, a model that cannot predict the
dynamics of an ecosystem may not be the best model for establishing whether
the understanding gained is credible.
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Often statistical methods are the only procedures available for discriminating
between two alternative hypotheses of the system's dynamics. Qualitative
comparisons of model versus ecosystem behavior may be an adequate test of the
model in some situations; in other situations, qualitative comparisons may
more accurately be'described as verification procedures (making sure the model
works as expected)th~n validation procedures (comparing the model's output
to the real world) .
. Care must be taken so that statistical procedures are considered from the very
beginning of the model-building process. If at all possible, a simulation
model should b~ constructed so that the model's output is measurable in the
system modeled. Efforts must also be made to insure that an understanding of
ecosystem dynamics is not sacrificed. Often the compromise between realism
and precision is an artifact of poorly chosen output variables and poorly
designed data collection strategies. When a compromise is necessary, included
in the balance should be credibility of the model.

Data to Run the Model
The computer model is a set of process algorithms that interact on the basis
of the system morphometry at a point in time. To run the model, one must
supply the depths to the transition between marsh sediments (fibrous peat)
and lake sediments. The first basin profile mapped was the glacial lake
basin, the transition between glacial till and lake sediments. We used a
combination of direct coring methods and gravimetric survey techniques
(Telford 1976). The glacial lake basin, at its deepest point, is in excess
of 30 meters below the lake surface. The depths to the transition between
marsh sediments (fibrous peat) and lake sediments were much shallower, reaching a maximum depth of three meters below the present lake surface and
averaging 1.5 meters.
Wetland sediments were differentiated from lake sediments by color and texture:
the wetland sediments are dark brown and contain fibrous organic matter; the
lake sediments are a lighter brownish green with a clay-like texture.
Laboratory analysis was used to verify the field technique. The two types of
sediment were combusted to determine percentage organic matter and percentage
carbonate. Sediments below the transition zone were approximately 20% organic
matter and 25% carbonate on an oven-dry weight basis. A sharp discontinuity
was noted at the transition zone, with samples above this level averaging 80%
organic matter and 1% to 2% carbonate. The uppermost sediments were formed
above lake level and contain a lower percentage organic matter, probably
due to increased decomposition.
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Figure 8 displays the results of the analysis. Samples were oven dried for
24 hours, weighed, heated to 450°C for 6 hours and reweighed, to determine
percentage organic matter. The 450°C temperafure was chosen t,o mini mize
carbonate loss (G. B. Lee: personal communication). Samples were then ·
reheated to 950°C for 3 hour s (Wetzel 1970) and re1>1eighed to determine
percentage carbonate.
FIGURE 8.

Proporti on of organic matter, carbonate, and ash
content of sedim·e nts as a function of depth.
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A reference grid with 200-meter spaci ng was established on the marsh surface.
Approximately 75 cores were taken to establish the depth profile of the
transition zone. The location of each core was determined in reference to the
gri d markers . The elevation above mean lake level was determined using a
Leitz automatic level. A map of the depth to lake sediments was produced from
the 75 data points using an inverse square distance interpolation procedure
(Fi gure 9).
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FIGURE 9.

Topography of lake-wetland peat interface. Contours indicate
depth beloli lake surface . Contour interval 0. 2 meters.
Circled numbers refer to location of radiocarbon dates in Table 1.
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Parameters of the Model .
The simulation model includes several parameters that correspond to characteristics of the specific system modeled. Estimates of the values · of these ·
parameters collected fr om the wetland system modeled can be used in two ways:
(1) ·specify the field estimates of the parameter values and test how well the
model predicts the radiocarbon dates, or (2) determine the values of the
parameters that best fit the radiocarbon dates and compare these r esults to
the field estimates. With either approach, estimates of the parameters must
be obtained from field observations, data from the literature, or theoretical
considerations. Estimates of four parameters necessary to run the model
follow.
1.

Net productivity of the vegetation pe:r> unit area per time. The net
producti vity of the vegetation found at the study site varies considerably.
Literature estimates for this wetland type in the midwestern United States
range from approximately 1,000 to 2,500 g dry weight biomass/m 2 per yr
(Bray 1963; Klopatek 1975; Bernard and Gorham 1978).

2.

Angle of :r>epose of wetland sediments in wate:r>. The depth profile of
the lake adjacent to the study site was measured under ice cover for a
distance of 300 meters from the lake edge. Two transects were made
measuring the depth to fibrous peat using an ice auger. The slope of
the sediments is approximately 1 to 200.

3.

T:r>anspo:r>t and decay constant. The model assumes that the percentage of
vegetation that t ravels from grid to cell to grid cell in one time
step is a function of distance . For example, if 100 units of biomass
reach the lake from each lake-edge cell, and the transport and decay
constant equals .2 then: 100 x (.2) 1 = 20 units biomass reach the lake
from each edge cell one cell away from the lake edge; 100 x (. 2) 2 =
4 units biomass reach the lake from each edge cell two cells away from
the lake edge, etc. Observations of rivulets transporting decayed
vegetation during rains when the wetland surface was partially frozen
(with some ice cover left to be able to observe movement) revealed
overland transport occurring in regions on the order of 100 to 200 meters
from streams.
Using these estimates as the maximum distance from the
lake edge contributing sediments to the lake before complete decomposition,
the transport and decay constant falls within a theoretically expected
range of 0.3 to 0.5.

4.

Lake sediment addition oonst~at. The percentage addition of lake
sediments to the submerged wetland sediments has little effect on the
marsh formation process, but is important for deriving the predictions
of the radiocarbon dated samples. Two factors are important: (1) whether
the age stratigraphy of the sediments is preserved or mixed by lake
circulation, and (2) the extent of lake contribution to the submerged
sediments .
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The indicator used to determine the magnitude of lake sediment addition to the
wetland sediments was percentage carbonate. The results displayed as Figure 8
suggest the percentage carbonate contained within the wetland sediments is
approximately 7% of the amount found i n lake sediments. From this we conclude
that a reasonable estimate for the lake sedi ment addition constant is approximately .07. No literature data could be found to confirm this estimate. The
uniformity of the wetland sediment stratigraphy and the low resistance to
disturbance of the suspended peat indicate that mixing most likely occurs.

Data to Test the Model Response
The system response we chose to measure was the extent of the wetland throughout its formational history. The choice of this response allowed us to
construct a model that contains our hypotheses concerning the dynamics of
formation and is testable with data from the study site. If our hypotheses
are correct, we should be able to predict the date a particular parcel of
peat was deposited . The peat dating methods we chose were radiocarbon
techniques and inspection of pollen stratigraphy.
Seven samples of peat and two of lake sediments were analyzed by the radiocarbon laboratory at the Center for Climatic Research, University of WisconsinMadison.
The samples were chosen on the bas is of: (1) a wide geographical
spread to detect regional variation, and (2) a factorial design using depth
·to lakl:l :;l:ldiments and distancl:l from an upland edge as factors.
At seven surface locations, a 12.5 em core was extracted from a depth 6 em
above the transition between wetlands and lake sediments. The sample was
taken just above the transition zone to minimize contamination by recent
roots. At one location, two additional 12.5 em cores were extracted at
1 m and 3 m below the transition.
The seven .peat samples range in age from 5,060 radiocarbon years B.P. to
1,065radiocarbon years B.P. The standard deviation of the counting error for
the radiocarbon analysis is approximately 65 years. To convert the radiocarbon
dates into calendar dates we applied the correction described by Wendland and
Donley (1971). Except where otherwise stated all dates referred to are given
in calendar years before present. The parameter estimation and experimental
design are based on radiocarbon years. Subsequent analysis using calendar
years give similar results. Table 1 lists the radiocarbon dates with the
corrected calendar dates.
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TABLE 1.

Radiocarbon dates.
14

Location*
1
2

3

4

5
6
7
2
2

Reference
number
WIS-953
WIS-951
WIS- 967
VIIS-971
WIS- 973
WIS-974
WIS-975
WIS-977
WIS-978

C date**

yrs B.P.
1 '915
1,995
2,820
3,425
5,060
2,015
1,065
2,840
5,850

± 60

± 60
± 65
± 65
± 70
± 65
± 60
± 65
± 70

013

Calendar
date ***
1, 960
2,050
3,060
3,830
5,885
2,075
1,035
3,085
6, 770

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

60
60
65
65
70
65
60
65
70

c

DeEth below surface

0/00

m
--

-28.8
-28.4
-29.3
-28.8
-28.8
-29.8
- 29.0
-28.8

1. 75
1.36
1.90
1. 76
1. 70
1.32
1. 25
2.31
5.30

* Location refers to numbers shown on Figure 9.
** 5,568 half-life.
*** Calculated according to procedure described by Wendland and Donley
(1971).

We had hoped that pollen str ati graphy might indicate a regional vegetation
change during the formation period of the wetland to enable us to reconstruct
the complete wetland edge at some time other than the present. A pollen
analysi s perf ormed by the Center for Climatic Research (Figure 10) indicates
that the wetland has been surrounded by oak-savannah during the entire
formationa l period. The one discontinuity observed, the increase in pine and
oak and decrease in grasses, occurs at the transition between lake and
wetland sediments. Thi s discontinuity may be an artifact of the substrate
change rather than an i ndication of regional vegetation change.
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FIGURE 10.

Pollen profile of sediments versus depth. All categories
are included in pollen sum. At least 300 grains counted
at each level. Hatched area magnifies scale by~ .
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Fitting the Model to the Radiocarbon Dates
The simulation is r un with arbitrary length time steps . The time steps can
be converted to years in t wo ways: (I) supplying an estimate of the net'
productivity/m 2 per year of the wetland surface vegetation, or (2) calculating
the .appropriate time scale by linear regres sion, minimizing the sum of square
errors between the observed radiocarbon date s and the predicted model dates.
The second approach is the preferred method because of the wi.de range in
observed productivities of this type of ecosystern. Estimates of net
productivity derived from the linear regression fall within the literature
ranges pr esented earlier.
·n1ree other par ameters are necessary for running the model :
The angle of repose of the wetland sediments i n water
The decomposition and transport constant for wetland vegetation
A constant that refers to the extent of l ake sedi ment addition
to, and mixing of, the submerged wetland sediments.
Running the model with parameter estimates from field observations yields
regression estimates that are comparab le to the errors of the radiocarbon
dating technique and reasonable productivity results .
alternative method for testing the adequacy is to search the response
surface of the model with respect to the three important parameters until
the best fit of the model to t he data is obtained. This response surface
ideally exhibits three characteristics :

An

The optimum fit of the parameters should correspond to
observed or theoretically calculated estimates of the
parameters.
The response surface should be shaped like a bowl wi th
fairly steep sides , to locate the optimum fit within
a fairly nar r ow range of parameter estimates.
The residual errors from t he optimum fit should be random
and within range of estimated exper imental error .
The three criteria together simply state that a useful model should fit the
data fai rly well and allow discrimination between realistic and unreasonable
parameter est imat es .
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The response surfaces for the angle of repose versus the surface transport
constant for several values of the mixing constant are shown i n Fi gure 11.
Three indicators of goodness of fit of the model are given:
The ·mean absolute error of the observed minus the
predicted dates using six radiocarbon dates.
The same criterion using all seven data points.
The predicted date that corresponds to the
present-day lake edge.
Regression estimates were calculated using both six and the complete set of
seven dated wetland sediment samples because one date seemed much older than
expected. We conjecture that this sample was contaminated by old carbon from
snail shells. Ordering the prediction errors of the seven dates from multiple
simulations indicated the only detectable pattern was that one date was almost
always several hundred years older than predicted. Regression estimates were
good using both indicators, but we feel the six date indicator is more
reliable. 1be mean absolute err or of the predictions may be compared to the
two standard deviation confidence interval of the counting error for the
radiocarbon dating procedure of 130 years.
The errors from the optimum fit
simulation were near this value for both the six and seven data point criteria.
The date predicted for the current location of the lake edge is considered
separately because the only criterion that can be imposed is that this date
be equal to or younger than the present. As well, the accuracy of this '
prediction is limited for several reasons:
The sparse data collected on the depth to transition
layer under the present- day lake.
A somewhat arbitrary algorithm for ending a model
simulation.
The lack of a radiocarbon date very close to the
present-day lake edge.
The parameter values that gave the most satisfactory fits to the data are:
The tangent of the angle of repose equal to 3.75 x 10- 3 •
The decomposition and transport constant equal to 0.40.
The lake sediment mixing constant equal to 0.07.
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FIGURE 11 .

Response sur face of the computer model . Decomposit i on and
transport constant versus slope of sediments. Goodness of
fit criteria in descending order: six date , sev.e n date,
current lake edge . Errors are in 14 C years. Contour lines
indicate the sum of the absolute values of the three criteria .
Lake mixing constants of (A) 0.05, (B) 0.07, (C) 0. 10, and (D) 0. 15.
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The mean absolute errors of the predictions as compared to the radiocarbon
dates are 92 and 123 years for the six and seven data criteria, respectively.
The current location of the lake edge is predicted by the model as corresponding to 100 years into the future. All these values are within the accuracy
of the data and approximately t wice the resolution of the model.
Several simulations were comparable or better (e.g., 47 years average error),
but the increment of improvement is negligible given the accuracy of the data.
The parameter values listed above were chosen as the reference simulation
because these values most closely approximated measured or theoretically
expected parameter estimates. The measured value of the angle of repose was
5 x 10- 3 , which might be slightly high due to dredging of the lake edge in
the 1930s. The expected range of the decomposition and transport constant is
0.3 to 0.5, and the measured value for the mixing constant was 0.07. The net
productivity of the wetland vegetation is predicted to be between 1,000 and
2,000 g dry weight biomass/m 2 per yr, (the wide range is due to uncertainty
of the decomposition rate of the submerged wetland sediments), within range
of literature estimates.
The response surface is reasonably smooth and steep enough to distinguish
between realistic and unreasonable parameter estimates in most regions.
Examination of .F igure llA-D shows that the model has the greatest difficulty
distinguishing between moderate and high values of the decomposition constant.
The next section presents an experimental design procedure that we hope will
remedy this problem.

Experimental Design
The first seven radiocarbon dates were chosen on the basis of a factorial
design to insure that (1) the complete time span of the marsh formation
process was sampled, and (2) a range of morphometric conditions was sampled.
The results from the seven dates seem quite favorable, but more radiocarbon
dates would allow a more rigorous test of the model. To obtain the maximum
effectiveness from each expensive, time-consuming radiocarbon analysis, we
have used an experimental design procedure to choose five more locations
to sample.
·
The t echnique, developed by Box and Lucas (1959), selects the sampling points
that will minimize the size of .the confidence region of the model parameters,
given prior estimates of the parameters. The procedure is quite helpful for
testing a model because not only do we desire accurate predictions of the
data, but we want to be able to discriminate between real istic and
unreasonable parameter estimates. For a clear, concise explanation of this
technique consult Berthouex and Hunter (1971). We have modified the experimental design procedure slightly to fit the needs of a simulation model.
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The experimental design criterion is to choose the sampling points that
maximize some function of the partial derivatives of the model wi th respect
to the parameters, evaluated at a prior estimate of the parameters (for
example, the values from the reference simulation mentioned previously):
The partial derivatives were evaluated numerically as two-sided partial
derivatives around the reference values for the angle of repose and the
decomposition constant. The state space diagram of the deviations in years
at each point on the wetland surface is displayed as Figure 12. 1qe wish
to choose the five points in the 'cloud ' of points shown in Figure 12 that
maximize the design criterion.
The properties of the design criteria a1·e such that the optimal points are
located on a boundary line that encloses the points. This makes sense
intuitively, because ~~e wish to choose sampling points that have the largest
effect on the model's response. We wish to avoid sampling points that have
little capability for improving the parameter estimates.
We have been quite conservative with the choice of boundary (a circle with a
radius of 200 years deviation centered at the origin) to insure that several
surface locations would correspond to the chosen value of the partial
derivatives. The design criteria is optimized by choosing sampling locations
that correspond to (1) maxi mum partial derivatives (positive or negative)
with respect to one parameter and zero with respect to the other, and
(2) the pair of partial derivatives with the maximwn absolute values that are
equal. The search algorithm used to find the optimal sampling points was
based on the Fletcher-Reeves method for constrained optimization (Walsh 1975).
Surface locations that correspond to these values were determined using
overlay maps.

•
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FIGURE 12.

State space diagram of partial derivatives of the computer
model with respect to the sediment slope versus the partial
derivatives with respect to the decomposition and transport
constant.
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ECOLOGICAL INFERENCE
A Reconstruction of the Historical Sequence
Figure 13 displays model predictions of the extent of wetland formation at the
study site at 1,500-year intervals. We can reconsider the historical overview pt·esented in the introduction in light of these results and the stratigraphic and radiocarbon data collected.
From the time of the glacier's retreat from this region until 6,500 years ago,
the present-day wetland was a bay in Lake Waubesa receiving considerable lake
sediment input. During this period, the deepest portion of the bay filled
from a depth of 30 met ers to about 6 or 7 meters. Approximately 6,500 years
ago, the shoreli ne slopes became gradual enou~1 to allow the invasion of
wetland vegetation along the edges of the bay. The newly established vegetation produced peat sediments, which as they accumulated, provided new
habi tat suitable for the spread of wetland vegetation. This vegetation, in
tur n, was the source of more organic sediments (peat), which in combinati on
with the continued lake sedimentation, altered the configuration of the l ake
bay. The upper l eft map i n Figure 13 illustrates the extent of wetland
fonnation from 6,500 to 4,500 years B.P.
The wetland expanded primarily into the shallower areas of the basin, the
southern and eastern edges of the lake bay. By approximately 3,000 years
ago, the bay had shortened and narrowed considerably . The most rapid

expansion of the wetland occurred during the period from 3,500 to 2,000 B.P.

The shallOiv, isolated bay surrounded by an expanse of wetland provided
optimum condi tions for the conti nued formation. By 1,500 B.P. most of the
present-day wetland had already formed. The wetland continued to expand,
but at a slower rate as the edge approached the main body of the lake.
The combinat ion of the present morphometry of the lake basin, the circulation
patterns within the lake, and the activities of man (artificial lake level
manipulation, dredging , etc.) all ser ve to maintai n the presnt extent of the
wetland.
A more detailed illustrati on of the pattern of development is present ed as
Figure 14. This i s a map of the study s i te with isochrons (time lines) of
the extent of the 1vetland edge superimposed . This illustration will be
helpful for interpreting t he results presented in subsequent sections.

Ecosystem Level Energy and Nutrient Dynamics
The conceptual model w~ have used to s i mulate the dynamics of wetland formation emphasizes the spatia l interrel ationshi ps which determine the process.
The simulations we have presented are the response of the system to a changing
morphometry . Though i t i s the wetl and itself that is responsibl e for the
morphometry changes, the landscape and l ake basin in which it forms imposes
constraints on the process.

ri
I

I
I
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FIGURE 13.

Reconstruction of the history of formation of Waubesa wetlands.
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FIGURE 14.

Map of the extent of the wetland versus time:
s i mulation. Time i n calendar years B. P.
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E. P. Odum (1969) has presented trends of the energetics of ecosystems through
time. Odum relates the patterns of nutrient storage and gross and net
productivity of an entire ecosystem to the successional stage of the ecosystem.
Using the simulation model we have developed, we can construct similar
diagrams, but· from a totally different perspective. The total ecosystem
energy relationships illustrated in Figures 15 through 19 are not the result
of successional (vegetation) changes but are a response to the changing
system morphometry. These graphs may be interpreted as stages of ecosystem
development, with the stages determined by the landscape or environment that
supports the formation, rather than internal successional control.
FIGURE 15.

Total biomass stored versus time.
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FIGURE 16.

System pr oductivity (after decompos i tion) versus time.
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FIGURE 17.

System productivity normalized to l ength of lake
edge versus time.
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FIGURE 18.

Primary productivity (entire surface area) versus time.
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FIGURE 19.

Rat io of the rate of change of primary productivity to rate
of system productivity plotted as function of time. Dashed
line drawn from smoothed data.
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Figure 15 illustrates the biomass stored by the wetland throughout the 6,500
year formational history.
This is the amount of organic matter that r emains
as a result of the formational process described; it does not include the
amount of peat that results from paludification processes (accumulation of
peat above the lake level due to a raising of the groundwater level ). The
incl-usion of peat formed by paludification might double this figure .
The derivative of this curve, the rate of peat accumulation or the system
productivity is shown as Figure 16. This curve should , of course, begin at
zero at some time before 6,500 years, but the initial conditions of the
model assume a uni form border of wetland surrounding the lake bay due to
lack of data to the contrary. The rate of system productivity peaks at
approximately 5,800 B.P. and then gradually declines over the next 1,100
years to a plateau that remains from 4,700 B.P. to 3,000 B.P. The peak and
gradual decline corresponds to the filling of the southernmost portion of the
bay (as seen in Figure 14). The unifonn plateau of system productivity occurs
when the wetland begins filling the central portion of the bay.
The next prominent feature of the system productivity graph is the rapid
decline from 3,000 B.P. until 2,000 B.P. This corresponds to the rapid
filling of the central region of the lake bay due to the shallow depths
resulting from previousyears accumulation . The system productivity drops
as the length of the lake edge decreases, reducing the aroa of wetland that
is close enough to the lake to allow contribution of sediments. Another
plateau in system productivity occurs after 2, 000 B.P. as the wetland expands
past the north-central neck of the basin . Following this is another decline
ln system productivity until the present-day extent of the wetland is reached.
Figure 17 shows the rate of system productivity normalized to the length of
lake edge . The relationship seems to be reasonably linear. The explanation
for the rising trend is the increased area behind the lake edge that contributes
decayed vegetation to the lake. A slight drop occurs as the wetland expands
past the nort.h-central neck of the basin, due to decrease of lake edge behind
the central part of the basin. As the northern part of the wetland expands,
this indicator increases once again. ihe wide scatter of points is a function
of minor convo lutions of the lake edge, and should be considered as only
arti facts of the model.
The last three graphs relate the history of energy storage by the entire
system . Of interest as well is the net productivity of the vegetation before
decomposition (Figure 18). This graph illustrates the changes in primary
productivity resulting from increases in surface area of the wetland. Comparing Figure 18 with Figure 16, one can see that in the later stages of
formation , most of the vegetation decomposes before it can reach the lake edge.
Tho curve is sigmoid shaped, with the most rapid rate of increase c:rf primary
productivity corresponding to the filling of the central basin.
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The last system energy relationship we will present may be used to interpret
the sigmoid nature of the primary produ:tivity curve. Figure 19 is a graph
of the ratio of the rate of change of primary productivity with respect to
system productivity. This can be considered as the rate of change of area
with respect to the rate of change of volume of the wetland. This indicator,
with units time- 1 , is a composite morphometric indicator of length of lake
edge, area behind the edge, and depth of the basin. The curve gradually
increases until 4,000 B.P., rapidly rises to a peak at approximately 2,200 B.P.,
and then declines. These stages correspond to the formation of the wetland
primarily in the southern, central, and northern parts of the basin,
respectively.
kssociated with the storage of peat is the retention of nutrients by the
ecosystem. In wetlands such as the study site, the retention of nutrients in
the sediments lowers the nutrient input to the adjacent lake. Analysis of the
trends presented in Figures 15 and 16 can yield information on the role of
wetlands as nutrient sinks.
Haselow, Watson, and Walland (1976) measured the total phosphorus of peat
samples from the study site and obtai ned a range of 0.05%- 0.12%. Changing
the units of the ordinates of Figures 18 and 19 from metric tons biomass to
kg total phosphorus shows the magnitude of nutrient ·storage of the wetland.
These estimates might double when peat due to paludification is included.
To put these figures into perspective, we can compare the rates of phosphorus
storage by Waubesa Wetlands to loading rates that lead to eutrophication of
neighboring Lake Waubesa. Using a procedure of Vollenweider (1976), we
calculate 850 kg total phosphorus per year as the critical loading level.
Waubesa wetlands stored approximately 10% of this critical annual loading of
phosphorus for thousands of years .

Alternative Hypotheses
Due to the flexibility of the model, different sets of assumptions about the
dynamics of the wetland formation process may be specified and simulated.
We use this capability of the mode! to specify a set of null hypotheses,
i.e., determine if the radiocarbon dates can be predicted as accurately when
various spatial interrelationships hypothesized are omitted from the model.
The scenarios given below all address the major components of the conceptual
model. A summary of the prediction errors for the five scenarios can be
.
found in Table 2. Figures 20 through 22 are maps of the location of the lake
edge through time that may be compared to the reference run (Figure 14).
1.

The importance of the angle of repose of the submerged wetland sediments.
Two alternative hypotheses are presented:
The wetland edge advances as a mat with a distinct vertical
edge (tangent of the repose angle equals 0.125, Figure 20A)
The slope of the sediments is very shallow with the basin
filling almost vertically (tanget of the repose angle equals
0.00025, Figure 20B).
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FIGURE 20.

Steep and shallow angles of repose scenarios . Maps of the extent
of the wetland versus time for (A) steep angle of repose and for
(B) shallow angle of repose. Time in calendar years B.P.
Contour interval 500 calendar years.
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FI GURE 21.

Reduced and increased sediment transport scenarios. Maps of the
extent of the wetland versus time f or (A) reduced sediment
transport and for (B) increased sediment transport. Time in
calendar years B.P. For (A) contour i nterval 500 calendar years;
for (B) contour interval 1,000 calendar years.
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FI GURE 22 .

Alteration of initial conditions scenario. Map of the extent o:
the wetland versus time: alterati on. of initial conditions.
Time in calendar years B. P. Contour interval 500 calendar year:
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The shallow angle of repose results i n the wetland forming almost
exclusively from a south to north direction. The steep angle
results in just the opposite, the wetland forms from the sides,
i.e., west to east and east to west. The reference simulation
is a compromise, but looks more similar to the shallow angle of
repose scenario. The fit to the data is much better for the
shallow angle scenario than the steep angle of repose simulation,
but both are greater than experimental error. Estimates of
productivity decrease and the ending date extends into the
future for the shallow angle scenario. Again, the opposite occurs
in the steep angle scenario.
2.

The importance of the transport of vegetation across the wetland surface.
Two alternative hypotheses are presented:
Wetland formation is a result of peat sediments that
originate exclusively from the lake edge (decomposition
and transport constant equals 0.0, Figure 21A)
•

Decayed vegetation travels across the entire surface to
form new sediments (decomposition and transport constant
equals 0.99, Figure 21B).

The first scenario (sediments originating exclusively from the lake edge)
results in more rapid expansion of the eastern and western edges as
compared to the reference simulation. Productivity increases and the
position of the current lake edge is predicted into the future, as is
to be expected to compensate for the decreased area contributing sediments.
The prediction errors are gteater than experimental error.
The second scenario, transport of vegetation across the entire surface
with no loss, has been included for completeness. The time lines illustrated in Figure 21B show that in the southern part of the basin,
expansion is extremely rapid in the south to north direction as compared
to the reference simulation. The northern part of the basin illustrates
only the results of a poor simulation: because sediments travel the
complete length of the basin, the second half of the simulation accumulates
and magnifies all pr evious errors. All other simulations allow sediments
to travel through at most six surface cells, eliminating this problem.
3.

Extent of the original basin . Wetland sediments are found in the study
site in areas where the substrate is above the present lake level. These
sediments might have been formed in two ways: (a) the lake was higher in
the past, allowing these sediments to accumulate by the processes simulated
in the model, or (b) these sediments formed by paludi.fication, i.e., formed
above the pre~ent lake level due to the peat raising the groundwater table.
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In this last scenario, we included the area of wetland with the bottom
of the peat layer above current· lake level as part of the i nitial
conditions . These sediments do not have a layer of la~e sediments below
them, supporting the second hypothesis .
. 1be results of the simulation are shown as Figure 22. The western
edge of the wetland advances more rapidly than in the reference
simulation. The simulation gave very poor fits to the radiocarbon
dates and the current lake edge was predicted into the future. The
hypothesis simulated in the reference simulation seems more probable,
with paludification the explanation for the expansion of the wetland
into the uplands.
Summarizing the results of the alternative scenarios, we conclude that the
reference simulation, the implementation of the complete conceptual model,
i s the most satisfactory description of the wetland formation process.
Tab l e 2 shows that the reference simulation provides the best fit to the
radi ocarbon dates, the only scenario with errors within range of experimental
error. Figures 20 through 22 illustrate the reason for poorer fits of the
alternative scenarios: the altered spatial patterns of formation cannot
simultaneously predict the widely scattered data points. These results support our hypothesis that a spatial model is necessary to understand the
dynamics of the formation process.

TABLE 2.

Prediction errors for alternative scenarios.

l\1ean absolute error

Reference run*
Slope = . 125
Slope = .00025
Decomp = 0.0
Decomp = .99
Extent of marsh

6 date

7 date

End date

Net productivity

years

years

yrs B.P.

M

136
1,090
290
281
395
453

161
1,125
273
342
524
445

800
430
-1,750
-1,000
-3,300
-1,230

10
- 9
20
-33
- 7

+

* Reference run parameter values: Slope = 0.00375
Decomp = 0.4
Mix
= 0.07
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Summary: A Reconsideration of the Goals, Problem Statement,
and Methods of the Research
The goal of the research was to gain an understanding of the ecological
processes controlling lake-edge wetland formation. The formal problem
statement expressed earlier contains a set of hypotheses concerning both
the processes involved and research methods~appropriate for understanding
these processes. The problem statement was expressed as ' the question,
"Can the developmental history of a wetland ecosystem be quantitatively
reconstructed: (a) at the level of resolution of the ecosystem itself,
(b) dynamically, and (c) spatially?" The statement led us to the development of an appropriate simulation model augmented by statistical techniques
and laboratory and field data collection.
The three points in this problem statement are not separable, rather they
express the hypothesis that the formation of a wetland is a total system
response to the landscape in lihich it forms and the history of past responses.
The most meaningful way to characterize this response, given this hypothesis,
is to simulate the size and shape of the wetland as a 3-dimensional entity
through time. By adopting this approach, we have relied on a system-level
response for testing our hypotheses of the important dynamics of the formation
process . An alternative strategy would have been to test each component
separately and to draw conclusions accordingly. The systems level approach
we have taken follows from a recognition that the structure of the system
(i.e., how the components interrelate) is as important as the state of the
components.
The choice of a wetland site for the research aided our ability to simulate
the dyna~mics on the basis of the structure: (1) the morphometry of the basin
was complex enough to exhibit different responses given different structures,
but not too complicated to analyze . (2) There was no evidence to suggest
drastic climatic changes (the pollen stratigraphy exhibits no upland community
changes) so that net productivity and decomposition rates have probably remained
fairly uniform. (3) Nutrient influx has probably remained fairly constant for
the same reason. In an area with changing climatic and nutrient regimes, or
when comparing one wetland type to another it would have been necessary to
specify the response of the vegeta'tion (growth and decay) to these changing
conditions.
The capability of defining the system structure is a result of the modeling
methods used. The spatial constraints that define the system structure are
simple in abstraction :
decomposition and transport of decaying vegetation is
related to the distance away from the lake edge
sediments travel downhill
the angle of repose of sediments in water is
constant in the downhill direction
the wetland can expand only as fast as new
sediments are exposed
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the rate at which new sediments are exposed is constrained
by the basin in which they are deposited.
The complexity of the model results from specifying the magnitude of the
interactions given a particular system morphometry and modifying the
morphometry accordingly.
Separately describing the morphometry of the system and the processes that
occur within the system has several advantages:
the conceptual model of the process, i.e., the general principles,
is isolated from a specific morphometry to aid the understanding
of the process
the conceptual model is easily altered to include other relevant
ecological processes
the model is easily transferred from study site to study site.
And, the choice of the simulation language SIMULA has helped us implement the
model structure by providing a large number of system simulation options and
efficient handling of data structures and calculation.
The simulation model of the formation process is based upon our hypothesis of
the structure of the formation process; the structure we have hypothesized is
based on the constraints imposed by the morphometry of the system. The
division of the system into parts has been quite minimal, separating only
the vegetation and the sediments. The dynamics of each part that we consider
is also a small subset of the dynamics we know are occurring within the
system: the vegetation grows and dies, the decaying vegetation is transported
to the lake·edge, travels through the lake, and eventually forms more sediments on which new wetlands vegetation can grow.
We know that the system has more parts and we know the parts identified are
involved in more complicated dynamics; the question we ask, however, is,
whether given this subset of parts and dynamics can we adequately reconstruct
the system response? Our simulation model uses these components and dynamics,
and through the specification of. the system's structure as a set of spatial
interrelationships, predicts a time and space response surprisingly well.
The success of our model comes from, in part, the identification of appropriate
system variables and dynamics, but more important, the identification of the
pertinent structure (constraints) of the wetlands development process.
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